Cyxus Blue Light Computer Glasses, Unique Patented Blue Light
Blocking Lens, Relieve Headache Digital Eye Strain Review-2021

Synthetic
Polycarbonate lens
UNIQUE CYXUS PATENTED LENS: Cyxus Owns the HEV-Absorbed Technology and the anti blue
light lens which can immediately abosorb the blue light between 380nm and 450nm , and prevent
UV radiation between 10nm and 400nm.
TRANSPERANT LENS: The lens are made of a fully transparent substrate without adding any
pigments.It not only maintains high light transmittance, but also is less reflective. Filters out
annoying glare for better work/study/entertainment. Great for the person using the computer more
than 8 hours a day.
RELIEVE EYE STRAIN: When harmful blue light emitted by electronic LED screens, wearing Cyxus
blue light filter glasses can block the harmful blue light and relieve the eye fatigue, headache.
PRODUCT DIMENSION: Total Width: 141mm(5.55inches) ; Lens Width: 53mm(2.08inches) ; Lens
Height: 43mm(1.69inches) ; Temple Length: 140mm(5.51inches) ; Nose Bridge: 15mm(0.59inches)
LIFETIME WARRANTY: Cyxus provide every customer with the lifetime warranty. Please wear our
glasses without any worries. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact usCyxus(Cyxus
Technology Group Ltd) is the professional eye protection glasses brand since 2009. For better work
and better life, Cyxus focuses on blue light blocking glasses and brings you enjoyment of digital life.
Cyxus Blue Light Filtering Glasses: Focus on Digital Life
Blue ray blocking -- Glasses lens are designed using the American HEV-Adsorb substrate
absorption technology. It can absorb high-energy blue light. Clear lens -- The lens was made of a
fully transparent base, without adding any pigment, while maintaining high light transmittance. Less
reflective, no affect reading, and almost no color difference. UV protection -- Anti-Blu-ray Lenses
utilize special U.S. substrate processing technology to protect the eyes from ultraviolet radiation and
block UV400.
What you get from Cyxus?
Anti eye fatigue
Long time exposure to blue light would lead to digital eye fatigue. Wearing your cyxus glasses, no
more tired eyes. Reduce eye strain and sensitivity to light when facing digital screens. Great for
office workers or anyone who has to look at screen all day.
Minimize headache
Do you suffer headaches from long time screen time? Cyxus blue light blocking glasses will
supercharge your health by blocking detrimental blue light while letting in all other beneficial light.
Sleep better
Exposure to high rate blue light will impact our sense of circadian rhythms and wreck our internal
rock, then cause insomnia. Wearing Cyxus blue light filter glasses will improve your sleep, help you
sleep better and have good night.
Blue light blocking capacity test
Use the blue light torch to beam the blue light testing card and Cyxus glasses as shown in the first
picture. We can see that one part of the testing area directly beamed by blue light has turned blue,
and the other part shaded by Cyxus Glasses has not turn blue. Thus we can see, Cyxus blue light
filter glasses can block most of the harmful blue light and protect your eyes. With Cyxus glasses,
you feel free when facing digital screens.
Stylish frame, give you a better look
Vogue frame are designed for different size of heads, suitable for people from all over the world.
Unisex glasses match different costume style, travel with fashion. The most fashionable blue light
blocking glasses in the market, give you a super great stylish look Review 2021, feedback 2021,
promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest,
value for money.

